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POPULAR FREE SPEECH SKEPTICISM AND THE BENEVOLENT
RISE OF LIBERAL CENSORSHIP
By John C.
"We are losing our innocence about the First Amendment,
but we will all be wiser, not to mention more humane,
when that process is complete. " 1
"Censorship used to be a very dull subject. Aligned along
predictable and venerable divisions separating liberals from
conservatives, oriented toward ancient and well-rehearsed
chestnuts such as obscenity and national security, the topic
promised little analytic interest. In recent years, however,
the landscape of censorship has altered dramatically.
Now feminists in Indianapolis join with fundamentalist
Christians to seek the regulation ofpornography.
Critical race theorists join with Jesse Helms to regulate
hate speech. Advocates of abortion rights seek to restrict
political demonstrations while conservative pro-life
groups defend the freedom to picket. "2
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While the oppos1t10n of advocacy and interest groups
shocked ABC executives, 12 this development should have come
as no surprise. The response of advocacy and interest groups to
"Welcome to the Neighborhood" reflects a popular skepticism
towards unbridled free speech that follows from the liberal academic critiques of free speech that came to prominence in the
1990s. In this Article, I will first discuss how those critiques
bear on the popular debate over media censorship today. Next, I
will examine the "ideological drift" arising as politically opposed
groups take up common cause in the censorship battles. I will
conclude by exploring the irony of advocacy groups calling for
media censorship, particularly with respect to "Welcome to the
Neighborhood."

By the 1990s, universal support for an expansive notion of
free speech protection had waned among liberal constitutional
-I ~ uring the summer of 2005, ABC Television canceled scholars. 13 According to Richard Delgado, "[t]he prevailing First
; plans to air "Welcome to the Neighborhood," 3 a show
Amendment paradigm is undergoing a slow, inexorable transfor-=--ff in which 7 families compete to win a 3,300 square-foot
mation. . . . The old, formalist view of speech as a near-perfect
4
home in a well-to-do suburb of Austin, Texas. The competitors
instrument for testing ideas and promoting social progress is
include an African-American family, a Korean family, a Latino
passing into history. Replacing it is a much more nuanced, skepfamily, a pair of Wiccans, two gay White-American men with an
ti cal, and realistic view." 14 Historically, First Amendment proadopted African-American infant, a
tections helped disparate groups gain
mom who works as a stripper, and a
Th 0: J'eSjJ0/~52 nf ~/,\ -~·-Y.:.~_; ~-'.'~)
voice, influence, and power, 15 and the
5
tattoo enthusiast couple. The "White,
imero:sz g7nups zn · ~·Vi:fcon~o. tn
Amendment itself enabled liberal val~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Christian, Republican and closezh<!
!Q,ht;orhnnrt J'o:fl<!ClS a
ues and causes.
minded" residents of the neighborhood
Liberal First Amendment critics
doubled as both judges of the competipnpli.iu,
lY.'.-'OY(i
now argue that free speech protection is
tion and gatekeepers of the commu... ;; '-:; .:(,'.,2~: F 22 Sr;o:c.. ·h thm
superseded by other values, so long as
6
nity. Hilarity was supposed to ensue.
!ol/rr;:'S /irmJ zh<! fW<!Yaf acad<!n1ic the government can reasonably claim
But for a hodgepodge of advocacy and critir...l~to:s
sr;o:C.. "fI zhat Calif<!
that those values require the suppresinterest groups, "Welcome to the
f
·/n ,,,_ !
sion of certain speech. 17 Such critics
Neighborhood" was no laughing matno longer accept, for instance, the idea
ter.
that "free speech for the Klan is necesThe National Fair Housing Alliance urged that the show sary to ensure free speech for blacks." 18 In this way, unlike pre"violates the spirit and intent of the federal Fair Housing Act, 7 vious censorship regimes which served conservative purposes,
which generally prohibits residents from choosing their new the new liberal censorship positions itself as a force that adneighbors based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex,
vances equality. 19
8
disability or parental status. The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Social constructionism provides the foremost liberal justifiAgainst Defamation ("GLAAD") warned that "prejudice and cation of speech regulation. 20 Because antisocial behavior is
discrimination in the first few episodes sent a problematic mes- rooted in the socialization that one experiences in everyday life,
sage."9 An unlikely addition to the chorus of objections, conser- this theory posits that governments should control factors convative pundit Cal Thomas, wrote that the show "was a setup to tributing to socialization so that all members of society may
perpetuate a stereotype, not about any of the classes favored by flourish. 21 Social constructionists regard manifestations of opthe left, but the White Christian as bigoted and close-minded." 10 pression as less intractable than the ideologies that inspire or
Similarly, Gary Bauer's Family Research Council anticipated justify them. 22 Therefore, racist or sexist speech beckons regulathat the conservative Christian neighbors would come off as tion equal to or greater than that precipitated by racist or sexist
"overly judgmental buffoons." 11
ideology. 23 Charles Lawrence's interpretation of Brown v. Board
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of Education 24 puts this theory into practice. 25 For Lawrence,
Brown is about regulating the idea conveyed by segregationnamely, that African Americans were inferior. 26 By ending segregation, "Brown may be read as regulating the content of racist
speech." 27 In that interpretation, Lawrence rejects the speech/
conduct distinction of traditional First Amendment analysis 28
and argues that the Supreme Court should allow the government
to eliminate similar racist messages in private speech. 29
Another underpinning of liberal censorship is the civic republican notion that governments may foster liberal values by
regulating wherever social values are inculcated. 3° Civic republicans locate the development of social values in both the traditionally private spheres as well as the public ones. 31 One proponent of this theory, Cass Sunstein, has written that "a democratic
government should sometimes take private preferences as an
object of regulation and control." 32
Finally, liberal censorship theory incorporates "the notion
that constitutional restrictions on the regulation of antisocial
speech should be reduced substantially to permit the government
to advance the competing goals of racial, gender, and social
equality." 33 In this school of thought, the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments support diminished First Amendment protection for speech that promotes inequality. 34 The government
may then balance social values of free speech and equality. 35
Adherents of this perspective would "alter the constitutional
equation by emphasizing values of equality much more heavily
as a justification for imposing additional government restrictions
on speech." 36

The Supreme Court has held that the First Amendment sets
restrictions on offensive speech only in certain relatively extreme circumstances, such as when speech amounts to "fighting
words" 37 or incitement to "imminent lawless action," 38 or when
sexual speech rises to the level of"obscenity." 39
In Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, the Court stated that "the
right of free speech is not absolute at all times and under all circumstances"40 and that some language, such as fighting words,
plays so inessential a part in "any exposition of ideas, and are of
such slight social value as a step to truth, that any benefit that
may be derived from them is clearly outweighed by the social
interest in order and morality." 41 The Court's emergent "fighting
words" doctrine focused on "what men of common intelligence
would understand [to] be words likely to cause an average addressee to fight," 42 and applied only to words spoken in face-toface confrontation. 43
Decisions after Chaplinsky have fleshed out the fighting
words doctrine to include six requirements for its application in
criminal statutes. 44 The statute can punish only extreme insults 45
and must not encompass constitutionally protected speech. 46
The statute must also be content-neutral; that is, not limited to a
subset of language, but to all fighting words. 47 The language
spoken must have a direct tendency to cause an imminently violent response by an average person 48 and must be addressed to
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an individual, not a group, 49 in face-to-face confrontation. 50
In re Spivey presents a compelling use of the "fighting
words" doctrine. 51 After repeatedly calling a fellow bar patron a
"nigger," 52 Spivey, a local district attorney, was kicked out of
the Wrightsville, North Carolina bar, 53 and subsequently removed from office for "engaging in conduct prejudicial to the
administration of justice and [for bringing] his office into disrepute."54 Spivey's First Amendment claim for wrongful punishment of his constitutionally protected speech fell short in the
North Carolina Supreme Court. 55 Applying the fighting words
doctrine, the court found that the term 'nigger' warranted no
constitutional protection because its very utterance inflicts injury
or "tend[s] to incite an immediate breach of the peace." 56 The
Court then stated what it saw as an obvious truth: "[A] white
man who calls a black man a 'nigger' within his hearing will
hurt and anger the black man and often provoke him ... to retaliate."57 Indeed, "nigger" in such a context presents the perfect
case of "fighting words" outside the scope of First Amendment
protection. 58
Diminished speech protection in the broadcast media is set
forth in Federal Communications Commission v. Pacifica Foundation, involving the radio play of comedian George Carlin's
"Filthy Words" monologue routine. 59 Due to the broadcast media's "uniquely pervasive presence in the lives of all Americans,"60 and because offensive and indecent content over the
airwaves may invade "the privacy of the home, where the individual's right to be left alone plainly outweighs the First
Amendment rights of an intruder," 61 the Supreme Court held
that broadcast media are entitled to the least First Amendment
protection of any form of communication. 62 Answering Justice
Brennan's dissent that a viewer can just tum off offensive programming upon finding it, the majority determined that such a
remedy ignored the harm already established. 63 In his dissent,
Justice Brennan viewed the majority as imposing its notions of
propriety on the whole of the American people."64 As he saw it,
the majority joined "the dominant culture's inevitable efforts to
force those groups who do not share its mores to conform to its
way of thinking, acting, and speaking," 65 therefore remaining
insensitive to the nation's cultural diversity. 66 This case demonstrated the Court's willingness to retract its usually broad First
Amendment protection, but other dangers to free speech were on
the horizon.

The response of liberal advocacy and interest groups to
"Welcome to the Neighborhood" invoked a free speech skepticism that has trickled down into the popular consciousness from
liberal academic critiques of free speech. The National Fair
Housing Alliance's concern that the television show could "give
homeowners the idea that they can engage in discrimination and
stereotyping of people protected by fair housing laws" 67 played
into the social constructionist and civic republican thrust of liberal censorship theory. The argument follows that if "Welcome
to the Neighborhood" socializes viewers with the promotion of
THE MODERN AMERICAN

discrimination and stereotyping, then the antisocial behavior that
follows should warrant the censoring of its source so that all
members of society might flourish.
When GLAAD warned that it was "dangerous to let intolerance and bigotry go unchallenged for weeks at a time," 68 it invoked the academic free speech critic's view of speech as "a
threat to equality ... as a weapon to subjugate racial minorities,
women, and members of other outsider groups." 69 The idea of
television as dangerous speech effaces the speech/conduct barrier. Furthermore, it reflects a deep skepticism regarding the
ability of viewers to make ethical judgments on their own. 70
This additional layer of skepticism in academic critiques sets
"consumers" apart in the market place of ideas; they are not free
actors capable of fair judgment. 71 Instead, they are considered
so indoctrinated by the values of a corrupt system that they cannot exercise judgment free of the constraints of having been
born and raised in a racist, sexist, and homophobic culture. 72

have authorized $I 00 million over six years for the research. 83
Senator Lieberman co-sponsored the Act in part because "the
effects of media on our children's health, education, and development are too important to go unasked and unanswered." 84
In July 2005, Senator Hillary Clinton, announced that she
would introduce legislation to keep violent and sexually explicit
video games out of children's reach. 85 Clinton asserted that "the
ability of our children to access pornographic and outrageously
violent material on video games rated for adults is spiraling out
of control." 86 The legislation proposed a prohibition on the sale
of such video games to minors and fines of $5,000 on violators
of the law. 87 Senator Clinton cited recent research from Indiana
University School of Medicine showing links between exposure
to violent video games and aggressive behavior in children. 88
This legislation was meant to help parents' ability to raise their
children with the values they are trying to instill in them. 89
-

The apparent divisiveness of "Welcome to the Neighborhood" brought liberals and conservatives together. 73 Jack
Balkin has tried to understand this type of development through
his theory of "ideological drift." 74 Because "alliances between
particular conceptions of rights and a particular political agenda
are always contextual," we should not be surprised when historically liberal principles "drift" to serve conservative interests
(or vice versa). 75 Balkin argues that business and other conservative interest groups are becoming increasingly adept at rephrasing arguments for property rights or traditional moral values in the First Amendment language of the Left. 76 The shifting
political terrain creating these unlikely coalitions is evidenced in
recent bipartisan alliances in the United States Senate. In January 2005, Republican Senator Sam Brownback and Democratic
Senator Joe Lieberman introduced the Broadcast Decency Enforcement Act of 2005. 77 The Act proposed a tenfold increase
over current fines on radio and television broadcasters who violate FCC indecency rules. 78 The legislation would have increased maximum fines to $325,000 and increase the penalty
cap at three million dollars for a single incident. 79 These
harsher penalties were meant "to give some teeth to the current
fine structure so there [would] be meaningful deterrents to
broadcasters who may air indecent or obscene broadcasts." 80
Senator Lieberman indicated that the media's inability to police
itself to curb sex and violence spurred his co-sponsorship of the
bill. 81
In March 2005, Brownback and Lieberman joined Republican Senator Rick Santorum and Democratic Senator Hillary
Rodham Clinton in introducing legislation funding new studies
on the negative effects of the media on children's well being. 82
The Children and Media Research Advancement Act would
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In ABC's own words, "Welcome to the Neighborhood"
stood for the proposition that, "while on the outside we may
appear different, deep inside we share many common bonds." 90
This idea hardly seems like something that would upset liberals.
Nevertheless, television critic Alessandra Stanley called the
show "a ghastly social experiment tricked up as a fluffy summer
reality show." 91 In the same breath, she also acknowledged the
show as "fascinatingly wrongheaded" and lamented the "pity
that viewers may never get a glimpse." 92 This is the irony that
the show exposed.
Critics thought that the episodic and insensitive nature of
the show was highly problematic, yet most conceded that the
series as a whole promoted liberal values. The creators of the
show "hoped that debunking stereotypes would trump the
show's political incorrectness."93 For the contestants, too, the
filming of the program reinforced liberal values. New York
Times writer Felix Gillette describes the African-American family's first encounter with their neighbors as a five-minute obligation that turned into a three-hour welcome. 94 At the end of the
program's filming, one of the "White, Christian, Republican and
closed-minded" neighbors observed that he had "learned not to
make snap judgments about others" and that "[o]nce we got to
know them [the contestants on the show], I can't say there was
one family that we wouldn't have wanted here." 95 Of course,
the irony of this conclusion is that no one will ever get to see it
on television. The transformation of the "Neighborhood" will
never be revealed. Hence, the strangest irony of all; the eminently liberal values presented at the show's conclusion will
never reach the racist, sexist, and homophobic public only because of the liberal censorship prompted by both liberal and
conservative advocacy and interest groups.
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